pigeon trap pt385 instructions
Your pigeon trap is supplied with finger retainers in place on the entrance, these hold the
fingers in the up position while a feeding routine is established.
Set the trap in a convenient place where it will not have to be moved, with the retainers in place
holding up the entrance fingers. Place a handful of wheat or seed in the center of the bottom of
the trap. Sprinkle a small amount in front of each entrance plus a tiny trail leading to the handful
in the center. Important: you only place feed in the trap once a day, best if early in the morning
when they are hungry and looking for first meal of the day.
Once the pigeons have found the handful in the center and are returning for regular feeding,
usually every two days, then only place seed in the middle of the trap, it is important that the
handful of seed in the middle of the trap becomes the only available food source.
Under normal conditions after around five days you will find the number of pigeons entering the
trap has increased as more and more find the free food.
After around four or five days remove the retainers, all the entrance fingers will fall down, the
trap is now set.
Note: In some areas where there is a lot of food and little water available, trapping has
been successful using water instead of seed as an attractant. Follow the same
procedures as with seed.
Professional trappers report that the longer you establish a feeding pattern the higher the trap
rate, after five or six days of free access pigeons will fight one another to get into the trap. The
trap is rated at maximum five pigeons per setting however professional trappers have reported
up to seven at the one time.
The access door drops inward, this is to allow you to place the entrance of a holding cage up
against the trap access to increase holding capacity and to transfer the birds.
It is important you follow a set feeding time and procedure.
1. Set trap in a place where it will not have to be moved, its important pigeons remember a
definite place where there is a free feed.
2. Set trap with food in the middle of the trap only after they have found the food.
3. Drop trap fingers on the fourth, fifth or sixth day depending on pigeon activity.
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